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ASPECTS OF COLOR SUPERCONDUCTIVITY�Deog Ki HongDepartment of Physis, Pusan National UniversityPusan 609-735, Koreae-mail: dkhong�pnu.edu(Reeived January 11, 2001)I disuss some aspets of reent developments in olor superondu-tivity in high density quark matter. I alulate the Cooper pair gap andthe ritial points at high density, where magneti gluons are not sreened.The ground state of high density QCD with three light �avors is shown tobe a olor-�avor loking state, whih an be mapped into the low-densityhadroni phase. The meson mass at the CFL superondutor is also al-ulated. The CFL olor superondutor is bosonized, where the Fermisea is identi�ed as a Q-matter and the gapped quarks as topologial ex-itations, alled superqualitons, of mesons. Finally, as an appliation ofolor superodutivity, I disuss the neutrino interations in the CFL olorsuperondutor.PACS numbers: 12.38.Mh, 74.20.�z, 11.10.Gh1. IntrodutionMatter exhibits several di�erent phases, as shown in Fig. 1, depending onexternal parameters. At temperature, higher than the deon�nement tem-perature (T > 100 MeV), quarks on�ned in the nuleons get liberated andmatter beomes a quark�gluon plasma, as happened in the very early uni-verse. Similarly, also at extremely high density, where the Fermi momentumof nuleons in matter is larger than 1 GeV or so as in the ore of ompatstars like neutron stars, the wavefuntion of quarks in nuleons will overlapwith that of quarks in other nuleons due to asymptoti freedom. At suhhigh density, quarks are no longer on�ned in nuleons and thus the nulearmatter will beome a quark matter, where rather weakly interating quarksmove around [1℄.� Presented at the XL Craow Shool of Theoretial Physis, Zakopane, PolandJune 3�11, 2000. (1253)
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BFig. 1. A shemati phase diagram of matter.The Fermi surfae of quark matter at high density is unstable at low tem-perature, a phenomenon alled Cooper instability, against forming pairs ofquarks or holes, if attration exists between a pair of quarks or holes with op-posite momenta. No matter how small the attration is, it will dominate anyrepulsive fores at low energy, sine the attration between a pair of quarksor holes with opposite momenta is a relevant operator while all repulsivefores beome irrelevant as one sales down toward the Fermi sea [2, 3℄. Itturns out that olor anti-triplet diquark ondensates are energetially mostpreferred among possible pairings, inluding partile�hole parings or densitywaves [4℄.Intense study on olor superondutivity [7℄ shows that superondutingquark matter has two di�erent phases, depending on density1. At intermedi-ate density, the Cooper pair is olor anti-triplet but �avor singlet, breakingonly the olor symmetry down to a subgroup, SU(3) 7! SU(2):D aLi(~p) bLj(�~p)E = �D aRi(~p) bRj(�~p)E= "ij"ab3�; (1)1 New phases like the LOFF phase [5℄ or a hiral rystal phase [6℄ might exist at theintermediate density if one inludes the Fermi surfae mismath due to the di�erenein quark mass.



Aspets of Color Superondutivity 1255where i; j = 1; 2 and a; b = 1; 2; 3 are �avor and olor indies, respetively.For high density where the hemial potential is larger than the strangequark mass, � > ms, the strange quark partiipates in Cooper-pairing. Atsuh a high density, the Cooper-pair ondensate is predited to take a so-alled Color-Flavor Loking (CFL) form [8℄, breaking not only olor sym-metry but also �avor symmetry maximally:D aLi(~p) bLj(�~p)E = �D aRi(~p) bRj(�~p)E= k1Æai Æbj + k2Æaj Æbi : (2)At muh higher density (�� �QCD), k1(� �0) ' �k2 and the olor��avorloking phase is shown to be energetially preferred [9�11℄.2. Cooper pair gap and the ritial pointsThere are two kinds of the attrative fores that lead to Cooper insta-bility, depending on the density. At the intermediate density, where � < msor � � (5�10)� 0:17 fm�3, the QCD interation is approximated with four-quark interations, Le�QCD 3 g2�2 �  �  + � � � ; (3)sine both eletri and magneti gluons are sreened due to the mediume�et. This short-range attration is preisely the BCS type interation,whih is generated in metal by the exhange of massive phonons. The Cooperpair gap is then given by [18℄� ' "F exp �� �2g2p2F� ; (4)whih is estimated to be 10 � 100MeV, for � and "F are of the order of �QCDand g is of the order of one at the intermediate density. On the other hand,though eletri gluons are sreened in quark matter, the magneti gluonsare not sreened at high density even at a nonperturbative level, as arguedonviningly by Son [12℄. Thus the Cooper-pairing fore at high density islong-ranged and the gap equation is so-alled the Eliashberg equation. The(long-range) magneti gluon exhange interation leads to an extra (infrared)logarithmi divergene in the gap equation, whih is in hard-dense loop(HDL) approximation given as,�(p0) = g2s36�2 �Z�� dq0 �(q0)pq20 +�2 ln� ��jp0 � q0j� ; (5)



1256 Deog Ki Hongwhere �� = 4�=� � (�=M)5e3=2� with a gauge parameter �. By solving thegap equation (5), one �nds the Cooper pair gap to be2 [12�17℄�0 = 29=2�4N�5=2f e3�=2+1 �g5s exp�� 3�2p2gs� : (6)Though the ground state of quark matter is a olor superondutor,one needs to know its ritiality to observe olor superondutivity in thelaboratory or in stellar objets. The quark matter whih might exist inthe ore of ompat stars like neutron stars will be in the superondutingphase if the interior temperature of ompat stars is lower than the ritialtemperature and the density is higher than the ritial density. For theneutron stars, the inner temperature is estimated to be < 0:7MeV andthe ore density is around 1:7 fm�3, whih is ten times higher than thenormal nulear matter density [23℄. Sine the ritial temperature of BCSsuperondutivity is given as [18℄TC = 1� e� ' 0:57�; (7)the ritial temperature of olor superondutivity at the intermediate den-sity is quite large; TC � 5-50 MeV. In dense QCD with unsreened mag-neti gluons, the ritial temperature turns out to take the BCS type value[10,21,22℄, TC ' 0:57�, though the pairing fore is very di�erent from thatof the BCS superondutivity. Sine the unsreened magneti gluons give amuh bigger gap than the usual BCS type gap, the ritial temperature ofolor superondutivity is quite large ompared to the interior temperatureof neutron stars, regardless of the form of attrative fores.It is instrutive to derive the ritial temperature for the olor superon-dutivity at high density, where the pairing is mediated by the unsreenedmagneti gluons. We start with the zero temperature Cooper-pair gap equa-tion, Eq. (5).Following the imaginary-time formalism developed by Matsubara [19℄,the gap equation beomes at �nite temperature T�(!n0) = g2s9�T +1Xn=�1Z dq2� �(!n)!2n +�2(!n) + q2 ln� ��j!n0 � !nj� ; (8)where !n = �T (2n + 1) and q � ~vF � ~q. We now use the onstant (buttemperature-dependent) gap approximation, �(!n) ' �(T ) for all n. Tak-2 Were we to take the UV uto� of the e�etive theory to be 2� instead of �, takenin [13℄, we would get the usual value, 28, instead of 22 for Nf = 2 in the prefator.



Aspets of Color Superondutivity 1257ing n0 = 0 and onverting the logarithm into integration, we get�(T ) = g2s18�T +1Xn=�1Z dq2� ��2Z0 dx �(T )!2n +�2(T ) + q2 1x+ (!n � !0)2 : (9)Using the ontour integral [20℄, one an in fat sum up over all n to get1 = g2s36�2Z dq ��2Z0 dx2�i I d!1+e�!=T 1[!2�q2��2(T )℄ [(! � i!0)2�x℄ : (10)Sine the gap vanishes at the ritial temperature, �(TC) = 0, we get, afterperforming the ontour integration in Eq. (10),1 = g2s36�2 Z dq ��2Z0 dx� (�TC)2 + x� q2[(�TC)2 + x� q2℄2 + (2�TCq)2 tanh [q=(2TC)℄2q+ (�TC)2 + q2 � x[(�TC)2 + q2 � x℄2 + (2�TC)2x oth [px=(2TC)℄2px � : (11)At high density �� � TC, the seond term in the integral in Eq. (11) isnegligible, ompared to the �rst term, and integrating over x, we get1 = g2s36�2 �Z0 dy tanh yy �ln� �2(�=2)2 + y2�+O�y2�2��= g2s36�2 24 1Z0 dy tanh yy ln�2 + �Z1 dy tanh yy ln �2y2 + � � �35' g2s36�2 �ln �eA���2 ; (12)where we have introdued y � q=(2TC) and � � ��=(2TC) and A is given asA = 1Z0 dy tanh yy + 1Z1 dy tanh y � 1y = ln� 4��+  ; (13)where the Euler�Masheroni onstant  ' 0:577. Therefore, we �nd theritial temperature TC = eA2 �� exp��6�gs � : (14)



1258 Deog Ki HongNow, one an also solve the gap equation Eq. (5) in the same approximationused to �nd the ritial temperature. Taking the gap independent of theenergy, we get 1 ' g2s18�2 ��Z0 dq0pq20 +�2 ln� ��q0�= g2s18�2 ��Z0 dxpx2 + 1 �ln ��� lnx�' g2s36�2 �ln �2����2 ; (15)where we have introdued x = q0=�, �� � ��=�, and used the fat thatthe gap vanishes rapidly at energy higher than ��. In this onstant gapapproximation, the gap is given as� = 2 �� exp��6�gs � ; (16)whih is about 1:75 TC. As omparison, we note in the BCS ase, whih hasa ontat four-Fermi interation with strength �g, the ritial temperature isgiven as 1 = �g ~!CZ0 dz tanh zz' �g 24 ~!CZ1 dzz + 1Z0 dz tanh zz � 1Z1 dz 1� tanh zz 35= �g ln �eA~!C� ; (17)where ~!C(� 1) is determined by the Debye energy, ~!C = !D=(2TC). Sinethe gap � = 2!D exp(�1=�g) in the BCS superondutivity, the ratio be-tween the ritial temperature and the Cooper-pair gap in both the olorsuperondutivity at high density and the BCS superondutivity is givenas e=� ' 0:57,At high density, antiquarks are di�ult to reate due to the energy gapprovided by the Fermi sea and thus it is energetially disfavored for anti-quarks to partiipate in ondensation. But, as the density beomes lower,one has to take into aount the e�et of antiquarks. In the high density



Aspets of Color Superondutivity 1259e�etive theory, this e�et is inorporated in the higher order operators [10℄.First, we add the leading 1=� orretions to the gap equation Eq. (5) to seehow the formation of Cooper pair hanges when the density dereases. Theleading 1=� orretions to the quark�gluon interations areL1 = � 12�X~vF  y(~vF; x) (? �D)2  (~vF; x)= �X~vF � yD2?2�  + gs y���F ��4�  � : (18)In the leading order in the HDL approximation, the loop orretion to thevertex is negleted and the quark�gluon vertex is shifted by the 1=� orre-tion as �igsviF 7! �igsviF � igs li?� ; (19)where li is the momentum arried away from quarks by gluons. We notethat sine the 1=� orretion to the quark�gluon vertex does not dependon the Fermi veloity of the quark, it generates a repulsion for quark pairs,bound by magneti fores. For a onstant gap approximation, �(pk) ' �,the gap equation beomes in the leading order, as pk ! 0,1 = g2s9� Z d2lk(2�)2 �ln� ��jl0j�� 32� 1l2k +�2 = g2s36�2 ln� �����ln� ����� 3� :(20)When �� � e3�, the gap due to the long-range olor magneti interationdisappears. Sine the phase transition for olor superonduting phase isbelieved to be of �rst order [24, 25℄, we may assume that the gap has thesame dependene on the hemial potential � as the leading order. Then,the ritial density for the olor superonduting phase transition is givenby 1 = e3 exp �� 3�2p2gs(�)� : (21)Therefore, if the strong interation oupling is too strong at the sale of thehemial potential, the gap does not form. In other words, the hemialpotential has to be bigger than a ritial value, 0:13GeV < � < 0:31GeV,whih is about the same as the one estimated in the literature [24�26℄.



1260 Deog Ki Hong3. The Color�Flavor-Loking phaseWhen Nf = 3, the spin-zero omponent of the ondensate beomes (�a-vor) anti-triplet,D Lai�(~vF; x) Lbj�(�~vF; x)E = �D Rai�(~vF; x) Rbj�(�~vF; x)E (22)= "ij"ab"��K (pF); (23)where  (~vF; x) is the quark near the Fermi surfae with Fermi veloity~vF [10, 13℄. Using the global olor and �avor symmetry, one an alwaysdiagonalize the spin-zero ondensate as K = ÆK . To determine the pa-rameters, Ku, Kd, and Ks, we need to minimize the vauum energy for theondensate. By the Cornwall�Jakiw�Tomboulis formalism [27℄, the vauumenergy in the HDL approximation is given asV (�) = �Tr lnS�1 +Tr ln 6� +Tr (S�1� 6�)S + (2PI diagrams)= �24� 9Xi=1Z d2lk(2�)2 "ln l2kl2k +�2i (lk)!+12 �2i (lk)l2k +�2i (lk)#+ h:o:;(24)where h.o. are the higher order terms in the HDL approximation, on-taining more powers of oupling gs, and �i's are the eigenvalues of oloranti-symmetri and �avor anti-symmetri 9 � 9 gap, �ab�� . The 2PI dia-grams are two-partile-irreduible vauum diagrams. There is only one suhdiagram (see Fig. 2) in the leading order HDL approximation.

Fig. 2. The 2PI vauum energy diagram.



Aspets of Color Superondutivity 1261Sine the gap depends only on energy in the leading order, one an easilyperform the momentum integration in (24) to get3,V (�) = �24�2 1Z0 dl00�� �2ipl20 +ql20 +�2i + 14 �2iql20 +�2i 1A' �0:43 �24�2 Xi j�i(0)j2 ; (25)where in the seond line we used an approximation that�i(l0) ' n�i(0) if jl0j < j�i(0)j ,0 otherwise. (26)Were �i independent of eah other, the global minimum should our at�i(0) = onst: for all i = 1; � � � ; 9. But, due to the global olor and �avorsymmetry, only three of them are independent. Similarly to the ondensate,the gap an be also diagonalized by the olor and �avor symmetry as���ab = "��"ab�Æ : (27)Without loss of generality, we an take j�uj � j�dj � j�sj. Let �d=�u = xand �s=�u = y. Then, the vauum energy beomesV (�) ' �0:43 �24�2 j�uj2 f(x; y) ; (28)where f(x; y) is a ompliated funtion of�1 � x; y � 1 that has a maximumat x = 1 = y, f(x; y) � 13:4. Therefore, the vauum energy has a globalminimum when �u = �d = �s, or in terms of the eigenvalues of the gap�i = �u � (1; 1; 1;�1; 1;�1; 1;�1;�2) : (29)Among nine quarks,  �a , eight of them have (Majorana) mass �u, formingan otet under SU(3), and one of them, a singlet under SU(3), has 2�u.Sine the ondensate is related to the o�-diagonal omponent of thequark propagator at high momentum as, suppressing the olor and �avorindies,h (~vF; x) (�~vF; x)i � limy!xZ d4l(2�)4 eil�(x�y) �(lk)l2k ��2(lk)= limy!x �Æ2(~x? � ~y?) �(0)4�2jxk � ykjm + � � �� ; (30)3 If the ondensate forms, the vauum energy due to the gluons also depends on thegap due to the Meisner e�et. But, it turns out to be subleading, ompared to thequark vauum energy; Vg(�) �M2�2 ln(�=�) � gs�2�2 [9℄.



1262 Deog Ki Hongwhere m is the anomalous dimension of the ondensate and the ellipsisare less singular terms. Being proportional to the gap, the ondensate isdiagonalized in the basis where the gap is diagonalized. Thus, we have shownthat in the HDL approximation the true ground state of QCD with threemassless �avors at high density is the olor-�avor loking phase, K = Kfor all  = u; d; s. The ondensate takesD Lai�(~vF; x) Lbj�(�~vF; x)E = �D Rai�(~vF; x) Rbj�(�~vF; x)E= "ij"abI"��IK(pF); (31)breaking the olor symmetry, U(1)em, the hiral symmetry, and the baryonnumber symmetry. The symmetry breaking pattern of the CFL phase isthereforeSU(3)�SU(3)L�SU(3)R�U(1)em�U(1)B 7! SU(3)V �U(1) ~Q�Z2; (32)where SU(3)V is the diagonal subgroup of three SU(3) groups and the gen-erator of U(1) ~Q is a linear ombination of the olor hyperharge and U(1)emgenerator, ~Q = os �Qem + sin �Y8 ; (33)where tan � = e=gs. 4. Meson massIn the CFL phase of olor superondutors, there are 8 pseudo Nambu�Goldstone (NG) bosons and one genuine NG boson. Sine the (pseudo) NGbosons are very light, they onstitute the low-lying exitations of the CFLphase, together with the modi�ed photon, whih are relevant in the lowenergy phenomena like the ooling proess of olor superondutors.The pseudo NG bosons will get mass due to interations, that breakSU(3) hiral symmetry, suh as Dira mass terms [28�32℄ eletromagnetiinterations [33, 34℄, and instantons [31℄. It is important to note that Diramass term and instanton e�ets are suppressed by powers of 1=� at highdensity sine they involve anti-quarks, while the eletromagneti interationis not. In this setion we derive the meson mass due to the Dira mass termand the eletromagneti interation, by mathing the vauum energy shiftin mirosopi theory (QCD) and the e�etive theory of mesons, whih wasused in [28, 29℄. But, we present the alulation, using the e�etive theoryonstruted in [10, 13℄, as was done by Beane et al. [32℄. As in [10, 13℄, ifwe introdue the harge onjugated �eld   = C � T with C = i02 and



Aspets of Color Superondutivity 1263deompose the quark �eld into states ( +) near the Fermi surfae and thestates ( �) deep in the Dira sea, the Dira mass term an be rewritten asmq �  = 12mq � � + � + � � +�+ 12mTq � � + � + � � +� ; (34)whih beomes, if one integrates out the antiquarks ( � or  �),mq �  = m2q2� � +\ � � � + + mqmTq2� � +\ � � � + + � � � ; (35)where\ � � � and \ � � � are the antiquark propagators, propagating intothe antiquark �eld itself or its harge-onjugated �eld, respetively. Anti-quark �elds propagate into their harge onjugated �elds only if they havea Majorana mass and thus the meson mass due to Dira mass is zero if theantiquark Majorana mass is zero.At �rst one may think that the Majorana mass of antiquarks is zero, sineit is energetially not preferred for them to develop a ondensate due to thegap (� �) to reate an antiquark. But, it is shown [33℄ that the antiquark�elds get a radiative Majorana mass, whih is equal to the Cooper-pair gapof quarks near the Fermi surfae, sine all the symmetries that forbid theMajorana mass term for antiquarks are broken one the Cooper gap is openfor the quarks near the Fermi surfae.Having shown that the antiquarks have same Majorana mass as quarksnear the Fermi surfae, we may write the inverse propagator of the Nambu�Gorkov antiquark �eld, ( �;  �)T , asS�1 (p) = �i1� ~� � ~vF2 � p00 � ~p � ~ + 2�0 ��y�� p00 + ~p � ~ � 2�0�(36)= �i1� ~� � ~vF2 0� l � V + 2� ��y�� l � �V � 2�� ; (37)where the projetor (1 � ~� � ~vF)=2 is to projet out the states in the Dirasea, V � = (1; ~vF), �V = (1;�~vF), and we deompose p� = �v�+ l� with v� =(0; ~vF) in the seond line. Sine the states in the Dira sea an propagateinto their harge onjugated states via the radiatively generated Majoranamass term, Eq. (35) beomesmq �  = m2q2�  y+�1� i� � V2� � + + mqmTq4�2  y+� + + � � � ; (38)where V �=(1; ~vF) and the ellipsis denotes the terms higher order in 1=�. Then,the vauum energy shift due to the Dira mass term is �m2q�2 ln(�2=�2) in



1264 Deog Ki Hongthe leading order, whih has to be mathed with the vauum energy in themeson Lagrangian, m2�F 2 with the pion deay onstant F � � [28℄. There-fore, one �nds the meson mass due to the Dira mass m2� � m2q�2=�2 �ln(�2=�2) [28�32℄. The eletromagneti interation also ontributes to themeson mass, sine it breaks the SU(3) �avor symmetry. Among 8 pseudoNambu�Goldstone bosons, four of them have the unbroken U(1) hargeand reeive a orretion, [33, 34℄ Æm� ' 12:7 sin �� �ln(�2=�2)�1=2, where� = tan�1 (e=gs)4.Finally, the instanton breaks the hiral symmetry and ontributes to themeson mass. But, its e�et at high density is suppressed by ��14 for three�avors [11℄ and thus negligible.5. Bosonization of the CFL dense QCDIn this CFL phase, the partile spetrum an be preisely mapped intothat of the hadroni phase at low density. Observing this map, Shäfer andWilzek [35,36℄ further onjetured that two phases are in fat ontinuouslyonneted to eah other. The CFL phase at high density is omplementaryto the hadroni phase at low density. This onjeture was subsequentlysupported [37, 38℄ by showing that quarks in the CFL phase are realized asSkyrmions, alled superqualitons, just like baryons are realized as Skyrmionsin the hadroni phase.This phase ontinuity an be explained heuristially in the followingthought experiment. Suppose we injet a hydrogen atom into a CFL olorsuperondutor as in Fig. 3. In the olor superondutor, being bombardedby energeti (gapped) quarks, the atom will be ionized and the quarks inthe proton will get deon�ned to form, for example, a Cooper pair of uand d, leaving the up quark alone. From this thought experiment we �ndtwo things: The baryon number of up quark is same as that of proton,sine the CFL vauum provides the missing two thirds. As the hydrogenatom is neutral in the vauum, the harge of up quark has to be oppositeto that of eletron with respet to whatever unbroken harges in the olorsuperondutor. Thereby, the gapped quarks in the CFL phase orrespondto baryons in the hadroni phase.Furthermore, it is possible to bosonize the CFL olor superondutor [38℄,realizing Skyrme's original motivation for the Skyrmion [39℄. We introduea bosoni variable,ULai(x) � limy!x jx� yjm�(pF) "ab"ijk bjL (�~vF; x) kL (~vF; y); (39)4 In [34℄, the result is a little di�erent from the one obtained in [33℄.
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Fig. 3. The phase ontinuity.where m (� �s) is the anomalous dimension of the diquark �eld. Simi-larly, we de�ne UR in terms of right-handed quarks to desribe the small�utuations of the ondensate of right-handed quarks. Sine the bosoni�elds, UL;R, are olored, they will interat with gluons. In fat, the oloredmassless exitations will onstitute the longitudinal omponents of gluonsthrough Higgs mehanism. Among the small �utuations of ondensates, theolorless exitations orrespond to genuine Nambu�Goldstone (NG) bosons,whih an be desribed by a olor singlet ombination of UL;R [29,40℄, givenas �ji � ULaiU�ajR : (40)The NG bosons transform under the SU(3)L � SU(3)R hiral symmetry as� 7! gL�gyR; with gL;R 2 SU(3)L;R: (41)Sine the hiral symmetry is expliitly broken by the urrent quark mass,the instanton e�ets, and the eletromagneti interation, the NG bosonswill get mass, whih has been alulated by various groups [28�30,33℄. Herewe fous on the meson mass due to the urrent strange quark mass (ms),sine it will be dominant for the intermediate density. Then, the meson massterm is simpli�ed asLm = C tr(MT�)tr(M��y) +O(M4); (42)where M = diag(0; 0;ms) and C � �4=�2 ln(�2=�2). (Note that in generalthere will be two more mass terms quadrati in M . But, they all vanishif we neglet the urrent mass of up and down quarks and also the smallolor-sextet omponent of the Cooper pair [29℄.)Thus, the low-energy e�etive Lagrangian density for the bosoni �eldsin the CFL phase an be written asLe� = Lg + �14F 2tr(��U yL��UL) + nLLWZW + (L$ R)�



1266 Deog Ki Hong+Lm + gsGA� J�A + � � � ; (43)where Lg is the Lagrangian of Higgsed gluons, GA� , and the ellipsis denotesthe higher order terms in the derivative expansion, inluding mixing termsbetween UL and UR. The gluons ouple to the bosoni �elds through aminimal oupling with a onserved urrent, given asJA� = i2F 2Tr U�1L TA��UL + 124�2 "����Tr TAU�1L ��ULU�1L ��ULU�1L ��UL+(L$ R) + � � � ; (44)where the ellipsis denotes the urrents from the higher order derivative termsin Eq. (43). F is a quantity analogous to the pion deay onstant, alulatedto be F � � in the CFL olor superondutor [28℄. The Wess�Zumino�Witten (WZW) term [41,42℄ is desribed by the ation�WZW � Z d4xLWZW = � i240�2 ZM d5r"����tr(l�l� l�l�l) ; (45)where l� = U yL��UL and the integration is de�ned on a �ve-dimensionalmanifold M = V 
S1
 I with the three dimensional spae V , the ompat-i�ed time S1, and a unit interval I needed for the loal form of WZW term.The oe�ients of the WZW terms in the e�etive Lagrangian (43) havebeen shown to be nL;R = 1 by mathing the �avor anomalies [37℄, whih islater on�rmed by an expliit alulation [43℄.Now, let us try to desribe the CFL olor superondutor in terms of thebosoni variables. We start with the e�etive Lagrangian (43), whih is goodat low energy, without putting in the quark �elds. As in the Skyrme modelof baryons, we antiipate the gaped quarks ome out as solitons, made ofthe bosoni degrees of freedom. That the Skyrme piture an be realized inthe CFL olor superondutor is already shown in [37℄, but there the massof the soliton is not properly alulated. Here, by identifying the orretground state of the CFL superondutor in the bosoni desription, we �ndthe superqualitons have same quantum numbers as quarks with mass of theorder of gap, showing that they are really the gaped quarks in the CFLolor superondutor. Furthermore, upon quantizing the zero modes of thesoliton, we �nd that high spin exitations of the soliton have energy of orderof �, way beyond the sale where the e�etive bosoni desription is appli-able, whih we interpret as the absene of high-spin quarks, in agreementwith the fermioni desription. It is interesting to note that, as we will seebelow, by alulating the soliton mass in the bosoni desription, one �ndsthe oupling and the hemial potential dependene of the Cooper-pair gap,



Aspets of Color Superondutivity 1267at least numerially, whih gives us a omplementary way, if not better, ofestimating the gap.As the baryon number (or the quark number) is onserved, though spon-taneously broken, the ground state in the bosoni desription should havethe same baryon (or quark) number as the ground state in the fermionidesription. Under the U(1)Q quark number symmetry, the bosoni �eldstransform as UL;R 7! ei�QUL;Re�i�Q = e2i�UL;R ; (46)where Q is the quark number operator, given in the bosoni desription asQ = iZ d3x F 24 Tr hU yL�tUL � �tU yLUL + (L$ R)i ; (47)negleting the quark number oming from the WZW term, sine the groundstate has no nontrivial topology. The energy in the bosoni desription isE = Z d3xF 24 Tr�j�tULj2 + ���~rUL���2 + (L$ R)�+Em + ÆE ; (48)where Em is the energy due to meson mass and ÆE is the energy oming fromthe higher derivative terms. Assuming the meson mass energy is positiveand Em + ÆE � 0, whih is reasonable beause �=F � 1, we an take,dropping the positive terms due to the spatial derivative,E � Z d3xF 24 Tr hj�tULj2 + (L$ R)i (� EQ) : (49)Sine for any number �Z d3x Tr hjUL + �i�tULj2 + (L$ R)i � 0 ; (50)we get a following Shwartz inequality,Q2 � I EQ ; (51)where we de�ned I = F 24 Z d3xTr hULU yL + (L$ R)i : (52)Note that the lower bound in Eq. (51) is saturated for EQ = !Q orUL;R = ei!t with ! = QI : (53)



1268 Deog Ki HongThe ground state of the olor superondutor, whih has the lowest energyfor a given quark number Q, is nothing but a so-alled Q-matter, or theinterior of a very large Q-ball [44,45℄. Sine in the fermioni desription thesystem has the quark number Q = �3=�2 R d3x = �3=�2 � I=F 2, we �nd,using F ' 0:209� [28℄, ! = 1�2 � �F �3 F ' 2:32� : (54)In passing, we note that ! is numerially very lose to 4�F . The groundstate of the system in the bosoni desription is a Q-matter whose energy perunit quark number is !. Now, let us suppose we onsider reating a Q = 1state out of the ground state. In the fermioni desription, this orrespondsthat we exite a gaped quark in the Fermi sea into a free state, whih ostsenergy at least 2�. In the bosoni desription, this amounts to reating asuperqualiton out of the Q-matter, while reduing the quark number of theQ-matter by one. Therefore, sine we gain energy ! by reduing the quarknumber of the Q-matter by one, the energy ost to reate a gapped quarkfrom the ground state is ÆE =MQ � ! ; (55)whereMQ is the energy of the superqualiton on�guration. SineMQ� 4�F ,we see that the energy of the superqualiton on�guration is almost aneledout by ! to give the gap muh smaller than 4�F or �. Varing the strangequark mass, we �nd numerially that the twie of u- and s-superqualitonmasses are given as�u = 0:079 � 4�F; �s = 0:081 � 4�F; for mKF = 0:1�u = 0:079 � 4�F; �s = 0:089 � 4�F; for mKF = 0:3�u = 0:079 � 4�F; �s = 0:109 � 4�F; for mKF = 0:8: (56)From the relation that 2� = MQ � !, we an estimate numerially theoupling and the hemial potential dependene of the Cooper gap [38℄.This gives an alternative way of alulating the Cooper gap, if not better.6. Neutrino interation in CFLTo disuss the interation of neutrinos in olor superondutors [46℄,we �rst note that gluons mix with weak gauge bosons, sine the diquarkondensates in olor superondutors arry not only a olor but also a weakharge.Consider the olor-gluon annihilation into the lepton pair, l�l, as an ex-ample of weak neutral urrent interations:~V + + ~V � ! ~Z ! l�l ; (57)~V + + ~V � ! ~V0 ! l�l : (58)



Aspets of Color Superondutivity 1269The oupling at the ~V ~V ~Z vertex in the proess mediated by ~Z, Eq. (57), isgiven by f os2 Æ 4p3 gsgg2 + g02 �2v2 os �W � 4p3g os3 �W �MVMW �2 (59)whih gives a suppression fator� �MVMW �2 (60)ompared to the onventional ��� prodution. The suppression fator in theproess mediated by ~V0, Eq. (58), due to the vertex ~V0 l�l is given by� sin� � ggs : (61)The propagator in the low energy limit Q2 �M2V is greater than in Eq. (57),i.e., 1Q2 �M2V � 1M2V : (62)However the amplitude for fusion is enhaned at the strong interation ver-tex, ~V ~V ~V0, by a fator of f , and we get the fator for the amplitude� Qfg ggs 1M2V gs = Qf g2M2V (63)with the modi�ed eletri harge Qf . One an now see that the gluon fusioninto the harged �avor l�l pair is greater than the weak neutral urrent bya fator of � (MV =MW )�2 � 106 and hene omparable to photon medi-ated proesses [47℄. However this enhanement does not apply to gluon-mediated ��� proesses beause Qf is zero for neutrino. In general, for theneutral urrent with neutrinos, the ontribution from olor-gluon mediatedproesses in the broken phase vanishes sine the amplitude is proportionalto Qf (neutrino) whih is = 0. We arrive at the same onlusion for q�q ! ���.The harged urrent weak interation in the proess mediated by ~V0 isalso omparable to the ordinary weak interation strength for the neutrino-quark interation in the low-energy limit. Consider the following proessesin matter, q + l ! q0 + �(��) ; (64)q ! q0 + l + �(��) : (65)



1270 Deog Ki HongAs in the gluon annihilation proesses, there are two amplitudes that an bedeomposed into three parts: quark gauge boson vertex, propagator, gaugeboson�lepton�neutrino vertex,qq0 ~W� ! ~W� ! l� ~W� ; (66)qq0 ~V � ! ~V � ! l� ~V � : (67)In the low energy limit, Eq. (66) gives the ordinary weak amplitude� g2M2W : (68)It is easy to see that the ontribution of the olor gauge-boson-mediatedproess, Eq. (67), also gives an amplitude omparable to that of the W�mediated proess, � g ggs �MVMW �2 1M2V gs � g2M2W : (69)It should be noted however that the quark deay mediated by ~V0 inEq. (65) annot take plae beause of the energy onservation: the quarkswith di�erent olors but with same �avor have the same mass. Therefore theneutrino prodution mediated by the olor-hanging weak urrent is limitedto the proess in Eq. (64) qr + e� ! qb + � ; (70)qb + e+ ! qr + �� : (71)To keep the system in a olor-singlet state in the ooling proess, these pro-esses should our equally to ompensate the olor hange in eah proess.It implies that these proesses depend on the abundane of positrons in thesystem. At �nite temperature in the ooling period, it is expeted that therewill be a substantial amount of positrons as well as eletrons as long as thetemperature is not far below � MeV. Of ourse the additional enhanementof the neutrino prodution due to the CFL phase depends on the abundaneof positrons in the system whih depends mainly on the temperature. Ifon�ned olored gluons are present in the matter in the CFL phase, thesame amplitude an be obtained in Eq. (67) when qq0 is replaed with V V 0.The result obtained above an be summarized as prediting an enhane-ment of the e�etive four-point oupling onstant for the neutrino produtionproess in the low energy limit. The enhanement due to the neutrino-olorinteration is suppressed by fators of e��=T or e�MV =T , sine it depends onthe unpaired exitations above gap whih an partiipate into neutrino-olor



Aspets of Color Superondutivity 1271interation. Hene for the ooling proess at low temperatures as � 109Kit is not so e�etive. However during the early stage of proto-neutron starthe temperature is expeted to be high enough � 20�50 MeV [48℄ to see thee�et of the enhanement due to olor exitations.Let us now onsider the weak deay of light quasi-quarks, desribed bythe four-Fermi interation:LFermi = GFp2X~vF � L(~vF; x)� L(~vF; x)��L(x)��L(x) (72)= GFp2X~vF  yL(~vF; x) L(~vF; x)��L(x)v= �L(x) ; (73)where GF = 1:166 � 10�5 GeV�2 is the Fermi onstant and  denotes thequasi-quark near the Fermi surfae, projeted from the quark �eld 	 asin [10℄,  (~vF; x) = 1 + ~� � ~vF2 e�i~vF�~x	(x) : (74)Sine the four-Fermi interation of quarks with opposite momenta aremarginally relevant and gets substantially enhaned at low energy, it mayhave signi�ant orretions to the ouplings to quarks of those weakly inter-ating partiles [10℄:ÆL�q = GFp2 yL(~vF; x) L(~vF; x)��L(x)v= �L(x)� ig�32M2V ÆAtv;usZy � � t(~v 0F; y)0 s(~v 0F; y) � v(�~v 0F; y)0 u(�~v 0F; y)�= 43 g�32� GFp2 yL(~vF; x) L(~vF; x)��L(x)�v � �L(x) ; (75)where ~vF and ~v 0F are summed over and g�3 is the value of the marginal four-quark oupling at the sreening mass sale M . In terms of the renormaliza-tion group (RG) equation at a sale EdGF(t)dt = 43 g�3(t)2� GF(t) ; (76)where t = lnE. The sale dependene of the marginal four-quark ouplingin the olor anti-triplet hannel is alulated in [10, 13℄. At E � ��g�3(t) ' 4�11�s(t) : (77)



1272 Deog Ki HongSine �s(t) = 2�=(11t), we getGF(E) ' GF(�)� �E� 16�363 : (78)Sine the RG evolution stops at sales lower than the gap, the low energye�etive Fermi oupling in dense matter is thereforeGe�F = GF � ��� 16�363 : (79)We emphasize that this enhanement applies equally to the � deay of quarksand other neutrino prodution proesses desribed in the previous setion.At asymptoti density and low temperature (T 6= 0), the relevant exita-tions are quasi-quarks that are not Cooper-paired, and 17 Nambu�Goldstonebosons. All other massive partiles, Higgsed gluons and other massive exi-tations are expeted to be out of thermal equilibrium and deoupled. Thusthe main ooling proesses must be the emission of weakly interating lightpartiles like neutrinos or other (weakly interating) exoti light partiles(e.g. axions) from the quasi-quarks and Nambu�Goldstone bosons in thethermal bath.For the neutrino emissivity from quasi quarks, the so-alled Ura proessis relevant. The neutrino emissivity by the diret Ura proess in quarkmatter, whih is possible for most ases in quark matter, was alulated byIwamoto [49℄. For the CFL superondutor, we expet the alulation goesin parallel and the neutrino emissivity is"diret / �s�Y 1=3e T 6; (80)where � is the density, T is the temperature of the quark matter, and Ye is theratio between the eletron and baryon density. On the other hand, the neu-trino emissivity by the modi�ed Ura proess, whih is the dominant proessin the standard ooling of neutron stars [50℄, is suppressed by (�=�)4, sinethe pion oupling to quarks is given by gqq� � �=� [29℄. Thus, the neutrinoemissivity by the modi�ed Ura proess in the CFL quark matter is greatlysuppressed in the CFL quark matter, ompared to normal quark matter.Furthermore, sine the pion-pion interation in the CFL quark matter arealso suppressed by �=� [28, 30℄, we note that all the low energy exitationsin the CFL quark matter are extremely weakly oupled. But, sine mostexitations in the CFL quark matter are gapped and frozen out, the CFLquark matter has a quite small heat apaity and ools down very rapidlyat temperatures lower than the gap [51℄.



Aspets of Color Superondutivity 1273Together with the general enhanement of the e�etive four-point ou-pling onstant in RG analysis, the enhanement of the neutrino produtionimplies that the ooling proess speeds up as the CFL phase sets in densehadroni matter near the ritial temperature. But, at temperature muhbelow the ritial temperature, the interation of quasi-quarks and pionsand kaons is extremely weak, suppressed by �=�, and the CFL quark mat-ter ools down extremely rapidly.For a realisti alulation of the ooling rate of ompat stars, we need toalso onsider the neutrino propagation in the CFL matter before the neutri-nos ome out of the system. A reent study [52℄ suggests that the presene ofthe CFL phase an aelerate the ooling proess beause neutrino intera-tions with matter are redued in the presene of a superonduting gap �.However this result is subjet to modi�ation by the e�et of additionalinterations � not taken into aount in this work � mediated by the ol-ored gluons on the quark polarization. It would be interesting to see howthe enhanement of the neutrino prodution orrelates with the neutrino-medium interation. This is one of the physially relevant questions on howthe enhaned neutrino interation ould a�et neutron-star(neutron-protostar) ooling following supernova explosion. This issue is urrently underinvestigation. 7. ConlusionI have disussed some aspets of the exiting reent developments inolor superondutivity in high density quark matter. I have alulated theCooper pair gap and the ritial points at high density where magneti glu-ons are not sreened. The ground state of high density QCD with three light�avors is shown to be a olor-�avor loking state, whih an be mapped intothe low-density hadroni phase. The meson mass at the CFL superondu-tor is also alulated. The CFL olor superondutor is bosonized, wherethe Fermi sea is identi�ed as a Q-matter and the gapped quarks as topolog-ial exitations, alled superqualitons, of mesons. Finally, as an appliationof olor superodutivity, I have disussed the neutrino interations in theCFL olor superondutor.I wish to thank the organizers of the XL Zakopane Shool of TheoretialPhysis, June 2000 for the wonderful shool. I am grateful to S.-T. Hong,T. Lee, Y.-J. Park, D.-P. Min, V. Miransky, M. Rho, I. Shovkovy, L.C.R. Wi-jewardhana, and I. Zahed for the ollaborations on the works desribed here.This work was supported by Korea Researh Foundation Grant (KRF-2000-015-DP0069).
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